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ABSTRACT
We present the findings from a study of how people interleave mobile phone use with conversation in pubs. Our findings, informed by ethnomethodology and conversation analysis, unpack the interactional methods through which groups of people in pubs occasioned, sustained, and disengaged from mobile device use during conversation with friends. Fundamentally, the work that is done consists of various methods of accounting for mobile device use, and displaying involvement in social interaction while the device is used. We highlight multiple examples of the nuanced ways in which interleaving is problematic in interaction, and relate our findings to the CSCW and HCI literature on collocated interaction. We conclude by considering avenues for future research, and discuss how we may support or disrupt interleaving practices through design to overcome the highlighted interactional troubles.
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INTRODUCTION
Mobile phones have become truly ubiquitous and have permeated each and every walk of life; they accompany us throughout the day, from first thing in the morning to last thing at night. However, in conjunction with the meteoric rise in mobile device ownership, researchers have begun to highlight a number of growing pains such as the impact on social order when using technology during collocated interactions [30, 40, 44, 52]. Given the increased prevalence of mobile devices, an arguably important yet understudied research question we seek to address in this paper is how do individuals conduct the interactional work of interleaving mobile device use with their ongoing conversation?

Existing work within the HCI community has highlighted both how mobile devices provide eminent support for distributed interactions and the power of mobile devices to assist in connecting non-collocated individuals [19, 27]. Moreover, mobile devices have been purposed for use in collaborative task situations amongst collocated groups [24, 35, 39]. However, in spite of considerable progress in mobile technology, critical voices from academic [53] to popular [55] writers have pointed out the ways in which mobile devices may isolate people from one another in social situations. On the other hand, socio-technical studies have shown people are skilled at interleaving mobile device use and social interaction, for example in a living room setting [47] and in a collaborative photo-taking setting [16].

While we are not interested in making moral judgements, we are interested in how exactly people accountably organise mobile device use in casual social settings. We conducted fieldwork in situations where friends devote time to socialising with each other in a face-to-face manner in a setting that epitomises the very definition of a place that is both casual and social — the pub. In this work, we identify the naturally accountable methods through which individuals make use of mobile devices during focused encounters [20] in the pub.

Through our study, informed by ethnomethodology and conversation analysis, we contribute two key findings to HCI and social computing: firstly, we identify the interactional methods through which mobile devices are introduced to, sustained in, and disengaged from conversations; and secondly we draw out the machinery of interaction [48] members employ to manage mobile device usage within collocated interactions. When combined, these contributions allow us to discover a number of interactional troubles, and hypothesise ways for how future technology could be developed to better support focused interactions in such casual social settings.

This paper begins by reviewing and positioning the literature in relation to our work and then we explain our analytic orientation and why we feel that pubs are an interesting setting for this research. We go on to present our findings that unpack the interactional methods through which mobile device use is interleaved with conversations. We present interactional fragments as vivid exhibits [10, p. 112] of how this interactional work is accomplished, and then discuss the ostensibly problematic nature of interleaving practices in interaction and link our findings with existing literature on related studies. Finally, we describe how these considerations can be incorporated into future design and research of both hardware and software based technologies.
RELATED WORK
We review literature that has contributed to greater understanding of the pervasive nature of mobile devices, and their use in public and collocated settings.

Mobile Devices and Space
We begin by highlighting a substantive body of work investigating how to better deliver mobile notifications to individuals in face of the potentially disruptive nature of such interruptions [11, 14, 17, 33]. The pertinence of this is that as individuals gather to socialise, device use can impact an individual’s orientation to the space and co-inhabitants. In relation to how we now make use of devices anywhere and everywhere we go, Geser [19] states that “a new, more fluid culture of informal social interaction therefore can emerge”. Furthermore, Campbell [5] highlights how “mobile communication around copresent others (...) personalizes the communal experience of being in that space”; which also supports work by others of the practice of using technologies to create private spaces in public places (e.g. [1, 56]). In linking these fields of work, it can be seen that how people manage both the virtual and co-present interactions is of great interest to researchers examining the disruptive nature of technology-mediated interruptions. This approach bears the ultimate goal of ameliorating the overall experience of the mobile device user, and their orientation to both the space and co-present others.

Mobile devices also present a method for owners to remain in touch with their extended network. This raises expectations that we should quickly respond to our contacts from our extended network, just as we expect them to respond [1]. This immediacy provides users the sense of being “always connected, to be accessible at all times and places” [45]. Given the desire, or in some cases, compulsion, to remain connected, there is a need to understand the complex factors around the co-management of both the virtual and physical interactions. This is, in part, due to the relative ease for individuals to retreat to their phone and “shield oneself from wider surroundings” [19]. Thus, the fact that mobile devices are always connected, and that devices can provide notifications at any point, a situation becomes engendered where virtual interactions can potentially rub up against collocated physical interactions. As opposed to attempting to reduce device usage in such instances, we are interested in guiding how the impact of this use can be considered in design by understanding the nuanced ways in which the device use occurs.

Mobile Devices in Public Settings
The use of mobile devices in public settings has been well documented in literature for a variety of purposes, from how an iPod allows an individual to reshape their experience of time and space [4] to how individuals use new technologies such as cellphones to adapt their social perspective [26, 42, 45]. Mobile devices possess the advantage of portability and flexibility that allows for their greater use within many different settings, including conversation. Certainly, the increased portability and functionality of mobile devices seems to be encouraging their use in such settings, within the implications of usage in public spaces derided as annoying or rude by co-present others [1, 26]. For example, Humphreys et al. [28] highlight findings that suggest that the ease of using the ‘mobile Internet’ potentially exacerbates the problem of “mis-prioritizing communication through their mobile device over and above face-to-face communication”. Additionally, in relation to the use of mobile devices in public places, and in particular pubs, Su and Wang [53] state that technology can “threaten conversation by creating the present-but-absent, anti-social, and app-addicted patron”. Finally, beyond merely being a distraction, mobile devices can also be utilised as a tool to avoid co-present others, or even facilitate the avoidance of sociality and meeting people in public places altogether [27], although we note that such observations are less impactful in our work given we are interested in post-congregation for the purpose of meeting and socialising.

Mobile Devices in Collocated Interactions
CSCW literature contains many use cases of collocated mobile device use such as photo sharing [9, 12], video watching [41], and collaborative searching tasks [6, 8], often involving interaction with additional screens or multiple mobile devices [2, 35]. This work demonstrates the beneficial uses of technology in collocated interactions, and this refutes — or at least qualifies — simplistic popular views that mobile devices create “social isolation” [53].

However, there is also a gap in the literature around the ways in which such interactions are occasioned, and how individuals co-manage device use and social interactions. Furthermore, not all interactions are likely to engender collaborative work that all members can engage in. Our interests lie in how individuals manage the use of these ‘always connected’ devices in conversation, the observable-and-reportable actions of those in the setting, and just how device use is embedded in the social order enacted in and throughout ongoing interaction. Thus, we are interested in attempting to understand the specific interactions that occur, and how mobile devices become occasioned during conversation. Our aim with this research is to fundamentally examine the detail of how devices are brought in and out of conversation. Insights in this space have the potential to help designers in the goal of creating more fluid device interactions for multiple users, allowing others to take into account the uncovered interactional practices in their own future work.

STUDY APPROACH
We were motivated by rhetoric around the impacts of mobile device use in everyday situations, and especially when friends are socialising. Therefore, our focus is on casual social settings; such settings, termed by Oldenburg [43] as ‘third places’, can be defined as places where individuals purposefully co-inhabit with the purpose of socialising in a relaxed and unimposing environment and where conversation is the main activity. This stance also does not restrict us in choosing a venue that is exclusively public or private. For example, our experience teaches us that it is common for groups of friends to meet in public plazas, as well as cafes or restaurants. The purpose of the gathering in such a venue is to socialise, with a “common code of conduct” that is both informal but still provides a guidance of behaviour [32].
We performed an ethnomethodological study with a focus on revealing the interactional methods members employ to accomplish the work of interleaving mobile device use with ongoing conversation. We collected video and audio recordings as part of our approach in an effort to allow us to identify the embedded nature of mobile devices, and the subtly observable actions exhibited by members within the setting through video analysis. Overall, the ethnographic record comprises video recordings of the interaction, field notes and individual questionnaires completed by members, and each group also participated in an informal semi-structured interview.

Questions were asked after the ‘observation phase’ as an interview so as not to interrupt the conversation. The purpose of the interview was to contextualise the observations and gain an insight into the participant’s perceptions of mobile device use in conversation. Participants also completed a short questionnaire after the observation phase to allow us to gather information on the technology they owned. Given the evolving landscape of mobile technologies, this acted as a point of curiosity to understand the present situation.

To analyse our corpus of collected data, we conducted video analysis drawing on ethnomethodology and conversation analysis [21, 22], and interaction analysis [29]. Firstly, shortly following data collection, the corpus of data was catalogued and indexed to identify episodes in which mobile device use occurred. We used timestamps and descriptive language to construct a record of the interactions that took place, which allowed us to iteratively re-examine prior data with relative ease. This was in order to aid the discovery of the observable-and-reportable actions performed by the members within the setting and to help us gain an overall impression of the data collected across all the sessions.

We identified a total of 51 episodes of mobile device use in the sessions (some of which were overlapping), with episodes ranging from a few seconds to a few minutes in length. We then performed a substantive review of the episodes to examine the interaction, honing in on episodes that represented observable-and-reportable intersections of mobile device use and conversation for a more in-depth analysis. This process required the transcription of both verbal (i.e. talk) and non-verbal (e.g. gestures and gaze actions). We chose to ignore situations where, for example, mobile devices were used merely as timepieces for a split-second.

Following multiple iterative reviews, we engaged in a collaborative ‘data session’ to allow colleagues to watch, review, and comment on collected video to help contribute towards this analysis. Our observations and commentary were provided along with transcripts of the clips.

Study Procedure and Participants

After finding a pub that agreed to host our research, participants from the local University were recruited using email and word-of-mouth. Participants were recruited as groups of friends who felt they would “typically go to the pub with each other” and were willing to be observed for their ‘behaviours around mobile devices’ within a pub. In total, eleven participants took part (in three separate groups); seven of the participants identified as female, with the remaining four identifying as male. Each group had at least one female and one male, although this was by chance and not intention. Of the recruited participants, four were 18–23, five were 24–29, and two were 30–39. Fieldwork was conducted over a three-month period in the UK, with studies taking place at a time agreed with the recruited participants. The study was approved by the University’s School of Computer Science Ethics Committee and we reimbursed all participants with an online shopping voucher for their time spent during the study.

On the day of the visit, a researcher accompanied the group to the pub, set up the recording equipment and then took on the role of participant observer. In addition to video and audio recordings, field notes were taken, but not until after the session so as not to distract the participants. We positioned two cameras carefully to capture the participants around a table, while limiting the recording of others in the pub. Studies took place during the mid-to-late afternoon at times agreed to be suitable by all and during normal opening hours. Although we note that drinking alcohol was by no means a requirement for the study, most participants chose to do so. Recording sessions typically lasted between 60–90 minutes, depending on the natural course of the pub talk.

It was common for participants in our observations to have their phones visible on the table at some point, with six members maintaining the presence of the device on the table throughout the observation (others kept their phones in their pocket or bag during non-use). Through the questionnaire, we asked participants about which technology they owned: all participants owned smartphones, and had them present, a majority (seven) also owned tablets (although six of these relied on a Wi-Fi connection), however none had a tablet with them, and there were no smartwatches.

Research Setting

In choosing a setting to conduct our fieldwork, we gave consideration to a variety of venues including cafés and public squares, however, we opted for a local pub. We chose a pub for a number of reasons, some logistical and others sentimental. The devotion of spending leisure-time in pubs and bars with friends is a popular British pastime; pubs typically open early and close late, many provide food and drink, and they serve as an environment suited to relaxing and conversing with others. In describing her observations of English culture, anthropologist and popular social science writer Kate Fox describes pubs as “a central part of English life” [18] and others have also highlighted pubs “as a social centre for the community” [7]. These descriptions are also reflected in official statistics [51], which state that 48% of people aged 16 and over would choose to go to a pub or bar in their free time; this figure is even higher for younger age groups.

Finally, from our own experience we knew the pub setting would allow us to observe naturally occurring interactions around device use in an environment in which mobile phone use is common, and sometimes at the derision of co-present others. We concluded that pubs are a suitable natural environment for the study of how people interleave mobile device use during conversations in a casual social setting.

Methodology

We performed an ethnomethodological study with a focus on the observable-and-reportable intersections of mobile device use in an environment in which mobile phone use is common, and sometimes at the derision of co-present others. We concluded that pubs are a suitable natural environment for the study of how people interleave mobile device use during conversations in a casual social setting.

We identified a total of 51 episodes of mobile device use in the sessions (some of which were overlapping), with episodes ranging from a few seconds to a few minutes in length. We then performed a substantive review of the episodes to examine the interaction, honing in on episodes that represented observable-and-reportable intersections of mobile device use and conversation for a more in-depth analysis. This process required the transcription of both verbal (i.e. talk) and non-verbal (e.g. gestures and gaze actions). We chose to ignore situations where, for example, mobile devices were used merely as timepieces for a split-second.

Following multiple iterative reviews, we engaged in a collaborative ‘data session’ to allow colleagues to watch, review, and comment on collected video to help contribute towards this analysis. Our observations and commentary were provided along with transcripts of the clips.

Study Procedure and Participants

After finding a pub that agreed to host our research, participants from the local University were recruited using email and word-of-mouth. Participants were recruited as groups of friends who felt they would “typically go to the pub with each other” and were willing to be observed for their ‘behaviours around mobile devices’ within a pub. In total, eleven participants took part (in three separate groups); seven of the participants identified as female, with the remaining four identifying as male. Each group had at least one female and one male, although this was by chance and not intention. Of the recruited participants, four were 18–23, five were 24–29, and two were 30–39. Fieldwork was conducted over a three-month period in the UK, with studies taking place at a time agreed with the recruited participants. The study was approved by the University’s School of Computer Science Ethics Committee and we reimbursed all participants with an online shopping voucher for their time spent during the study.

On the day of the visit, a researcher accompanied the group to the pub, set up the recording equipment and then took on the role of participant observer. In addition to video and audio recordings, field notes were taken, but not until after the session so as not to distract the participants. We positioned two cameras carefully to capture the participants around a table, while limiting the recording of others in the pub. Studies took place during the mid-to-late afternoon at times agreed to be suitable by all and during normal opening hours. Although we note that drinking alcohol was by no means a requirement for the study, most participants chose to do so. Recording sessions typically lasted between 60–90 minutes, depending on the natural course of the pub talk.

It was common for participants in our observations to have their phones visible on the table at some point, with six members maintaining the presence of the device on the table throughout the observation (others kept their phones in their pocket or bag during non-use). Through the questionnaire, we asked participants about which technology they owned: all participants owned smartphones, and had them present, a majority (seven) also owned tablets (although six of these relied on a Wi-Fi connection), however none had a tablet with them, and there were no smartwatches.
FINDINGS
In order to unpack the orderly ways in which members use mobile devices in pubs, we orient toward the temporal sequentiality in which device use is begun, carried out, and ended in the course of conversation. We adopt this common approach as it brings into focus the internal structure of the process through which the work is managed [29].

Thus, following the ethnomethodological focus on the observable-and-reportable actions of members within the setting, we focus on the following key sequences of activity conducted by members:

- **Occasioning**: The ways in which mobile device use is occasioned in and through interaction, including the talk and embodied actions that lead up to the usage (if observable);

- **Sustaining**: How the mobile device usage is sustained with respect to both the role of the mobile device use in the conversation, and the actions of the members within the broader context;

- **Disengaging**: The ways in which the mobile device is disengaged from, either temporarily or (semi-)permanently.

Each of these activities can take multiple forms, and in the following sections we present each stage as well as a number of selected relevant episodes as ‘fragments’ of our data that provide the vivid exhibits of the work conducted by members. In so doing, we also scrutinise the interactional resources that members employ to accomplish this work. Interactional resources include talk, body movement and orientation, and gestures [37]. Furthermore, we can comment on situations where mobile devices provided notification chimes, or displays turned on, as this was observable within the setting. We provide numbers in relation to occurrences as descriptive indices into our qualitative data corpus.

All transcripts are given like this, using the verbal notation by Heath et al. [22], with the addition of non-verbal actions within double-parentheses where relevant, in addition to emphasis, volume (LOUD, *quiet*) and pauses (.) between words. We provide imagery that depicts the embodied actions of members. All names and identifiable information are entirely fictional.

Occasioning
In discussion of the use of artefacts in workplaces, Hindmarsh and Heath [23] discuss how “objects, and their occasioned determination, implicate specific courses of action by particular participants”. The knowledge of how objects, specifically mobile phones in our case, are occasioned is fundamental in understanding the later behaviours of members during mobile device usage. In our work, the usage of mobile devices was occasioned in a number of ways; occasioning of the mobile device usage is constituted of the actions of those within the setting that lead to at least one member making use of their mobile device. We identified two key forms of mobile device usage occasioning within the context: occasioning that was related to the conversation, and occasioning which was ostensibly unrelated to the conversation.

Occasioning In and Through the Conversation
The purpose of leisure-time socialising is that of conversing and spending time with friends in a group. Through the actions of the members within the group, mobile devices can become occasioned in a number of different ways. In our work, perhaps unsurprisingly given the nature of the context, we found that in 47% of occasioning instances, occasioning of device use was related to the conversation. That is, nearly half of the time, a member chose or acquiesced to use their device in and through the conversation.

Firstly, we present the episode given in Fragment 1 as an exhibit of how readily mobile device use is occasioned. The mobile phone usage in this episode is as a result of confusion amongst the members within the setting over what the exact definition of a *ballad* is. In this episode, we join four friends: Dayna, Jenna, Cally, Roj, and the researcher Philip, as Dayna offers the definition that she believes to be the case. Before this discussion, Jenna has her (locked) mobile phone on the table, while the others in the group all have their mobile phones either in their bags or pockets.

Fragment 1. Ballad Definition
This discussion, which lasts 34s from the first utterance to the completion of the last remark, quickly leads to the introduction of a mobile phone to resolve the group dilemma. In fact, from the first definition of a ballad, as proposed by Dayna (who is also the member who begins to use her phone), it takes just 27s for her to begin the process of retrieving her phone from her handbag. In the episode, we also note that Dayna, who in the informal interview later confessed to using her mobile phone “*all the time*”, retrieves her phone from her handbag, and as she does so, continues to clarify her confusion over the exact
definition of ballad. Then, just prior to the commencement of her mobile device use, she provides the confirmation to the group of the task she is about to perform by articulating her intention with “‘to Google’”. This declaration confirms that the purpose of her retrieving the device is that of resolving the group dilemma.

We also see further examples of this as, following this fragment, Dayna uses her phone within her lap, below that of the table edge; while using her mobile device she ostensibly disengages from the conversation through which the use was occasioned in the first place. The conversation amongst the friends quickly reverts to a previous topic that was taking place before this particular tangent occurred. Dayna remains disengaged from the conversation for a short time while she continues to use her phone.

There are various points within the sequence that, when combined, contribute to the occasioning of the mobile device. When Dayna utters “‘I think?’” we can see signs of self-doubt which is then followed by further conflicting definitions from others members. This helps to establish a ‘state of confusion’ within the group which is then followed by Dayna’s act to retrieve her phone and make the statement “‘to Google’”. By declaring her intent in this way, Dayna justifies her device use by making it accountable to the situation at hand. Dayna's actions are accountable to the members as they offer a way of dealing with the confusion, which in turn has contributed to the occasioning of the mobile device use. Similar situations in which mobile devices were used to retrieve information using search engines, and resolve conflicts within conversations, occurred in all the groups that took part in the study.

Turn Allocation

We now consider the relevance of this work in relation to the systematics of turn-taking allocation techniques, as given by Sacks et al. [49]. Accordingly, turn allocation works as either (1) an individual chooses to take the next turn in the conversation, or (2) the current speaker selects who will take the next turn within the conversation.

These two possible techniques are both observable within situations where mobile devices are occasioned in and through the conversation. For example, in the previous episode, we note that it was Dayna who self-selected using her phone. Equally, however, it is possible for a member to allocate device use to another member. Here, we present an episode taken from a later stage of the conversation of the same group. Fragment 2, which includes a small segment of a larger conversation around dog breeds, is between two of the group's members: Cally and Dayna. In this episode, we witness Cally attempt to describe the size of the breed of dog by gesturing with her hands, however, she then follows up this by instructing Dayna to use phone to look up more information.

This episode presents a straightforward example of mobile device use occasioning in and through the conversation, in which the speaker allocates the device use to another member. Dayna, who in the conversation had previously stated that she likes big dogs, enquires about the size of Cally’s favourite dog breed (which we learn is the Miniature Schnauzer). Cally seems to glance around at her bag before turning back to face Dayna and then acknowledging Dayna’s remark about big dogs before directly instructing her to “Google Schnauzer, right?”.

In review, this conversation both demonstrates the occasioning of the mobile device usage for purposes to research information, and that turn allocation of mobile device use is not restricted to self-selection. While Dayna was willing to use her phone, Cally identified herself as someone who uses her phone less often than Dayna, potentially contributing to the factor of allocating the device use to Dayna.

Occasioning Ostensibly Unrelated to the Conversation

Members can choose to engage with their mobile device for a variety of factors external to the conversation. For example, device use may be prompted by a device notification, or the individual can choose to use the mobile device at will. During the observations, we identified 14 instances in which we could observe notifications and subsequent device use during the study, which equates to 51% of all non-conversation related occasioning. We have excluded episodes from our analysis in which device use is neither accounted for, nor topicalised in some way in the conversation.

Fragment 3 presents an example in which occasioning that is apparently unrelated to the conversation is followed by topicalisation related to mobile device use in the conversation. In this episode, the owner of the mobile device, Lawrence, is using his mobile phone while a conversation is ongoing. Lawrence has recently rejoined the group after leaving for some time, with his phone left at the table. Upon his return to the table, he picks up his phone and begins to use it. He then brings up an email he has recently received, but he does this by interrupting an existing conversation around Christmas meals. In total, this episode includes four friends: Lawrence, Malcolm, Zöe, Jayne, and researcher Philip. We join the group 4s after Lawrence returned to the table.

In order to identify the method of occasioning within this episode, we must consider that although Lawrence has almost continually used his mobile phone since returning to the table, this has ostensibly not been occasioned in and through the
This practice of accounting for the use took place through interrupting the ongoing group conversation and bringing up the device use-related issue (small font size) that occasioned his holding of the device in a not naturally accountable way and thus, both a verbal and visual (‘showing-and-telling’) account was offered.

### Sustaining
Members routinely engage in the activity of sustaining their co-presence within a social setting while interacting with a mobile device. Given the nature of the gathering, individuals may try to maintain a level of interaction with others in the collocated group, however, the form this interaction takes varies given that the individual must also balance their focus with their mobile device and the demands it places on their attentional orientation.

We identified two primary foci that this sustaining activity can take: managing one’s relation to and within the social situation, and managing the mobile device’s role within the situation. The social norms that govern acceptable behaviour for a current setting (i.e. the pub) provide the framework for members to manage both of these relationships [53]. Our analysis identified two methods through which members sustained their mobile device use and co-presence within the collocated group: the first, demonstrating continual social interaction, is where members work to maintain a presence (to a varying degree) within the conversation; and the second, performing accountable actions, is where members make their device interaction both observable and reportable to the other members within the setting.

### Demonstrating Continual Social Interaction
The first method we observed adopted by individuals to sustain their device interactions is to account for the usage while also performing actions that provide a contribution to the social interaction both observable and reportable to the other members within the setting.

#### Fragment 4. Verbal Nudge
During this episode, which only lasts a few seconds, we see that as Jayne provides her comment, she looks towards Zöe, but does not receive a response. She follows this up with a question: “You know Richard from my year?”, to which she
We also observed that individuals made use of interactional resources, such as body orientation, gaze, and talk to highlight their device interactions by making it observable-and-reportable to those within the setting. One common observed approach is to continually articulate one’s actions to the group, thereby offering a verbal account for the device use, be it in a specific detail such as verbalising what you are typing, or an abstract definition of the task you are attempting. We demonstrate the way in which individuals account for their actions by joining Lawrence, Jayne, Zöe and Malcolm again. In the episode, given in Fragment 5, the group are discussing shorthand notation. Lawrence has expressed an interest in learning shorthand notation, and Jayne explains that she had previously been taught one form of notation although also discusses another form of which she is aware.

Accounting for Device Use

We also observed that individuals made use of interactional resources, such as body orientation, gaze, and talk to highlight their device interactions by making it observable-and-reportable to those within the setting. One common observed approach is to continually articulate one’s actions to the group, thereby offering a verbal account for the device use, be it in a specific detail such as verbalising what you are typing, or an abstract definition of the task you are attempting. We demonstrate the way in which individuals account for their actions by joining Lawrence, Jayne, Zöe and Malcolm again. In the episode, given in Fragment 5, the group are discussing shorthand notation. Lawrence has expressed an interest in learning shorthand notation, and Jayne explains that she had previously been taught one form of notation although also discusses another form of which she is aware.

Disengaging

Disengaging from mobile device usage concludes sustaining ‘concurrent’ device interaction and conversation (as outlined in the previous section). We further observed that the disengagement of mobile devices can also either be temporary or semi-permanent in nature. We define temporary disengagement to be where a task is still ongoing, but the user halts their mobile device interactions, and semi-permanence to be the completion, or failure to complete, a particular task. We use the term semi-permanence in the latter case as an individual may later use their phone for some other cause, irrespective to the outcome of the previous interaction.

Disengaging In and Through Conversation

We have already presented a number of episodes in which mobile device use is occasioned in and through the conversation, both in terms of resolving debates, or enhancing one’s explanation or viewpoint. When looking at disengagement, relevant situational features include the interaction before and after the disengagement occurs, including how the member ‘rejoins’ the conversation. Mobile devices place a demand on an individual’s attentional resources, and shifting focus from one task to another is likely to be problematic. For example, from the temporary disengagement highlighted in Fragment 3, when Lawrence asks “What?” he articulates that he was unable to maintain a full awareness of the conversation while using his mobile phone.
We present one example of disengaging from mobile device use through the evolution of conversation, focusing on the point at which the member suspends their mobile device usage to orientate their focus back to the conversation. In this episode, given in Fragment 6, we join a third group of friends: Leonard, Christine, Janice, and the researcher Philip. The participants have only recently arrived for the study, and although they have been through the process of informed consent, the researcher uses this opportunity to recap the information that was given to participants in the initial email that was used to promote the study. Before we join the group, Leonard caught a glimpse of Philip’s mobile phone, and clarifies the specific model of phone he owns. As we join the group, Leonard, who is holding his phone, moves to hold it next to Philip’s phone as a visual comparison.

L: Yeah, it’s like an iPad, er, a small iPad mini
P: There’s no need to have both, is there, em, no, um
L: No, compare ((laughs and holds his phone next to the iPhone 6 Plus))
   It’s quite big! ((as he stops holding the phones together, begins to use his own phone))
C: ’Yeah it’s ( ) lot bigger’
   (…)
P: So yeah, the study is basically focusing on peoples
   behaviours (. ) their interactions around mobile phones
   and- ((Leonard who is holding his phone, but looking at
   Philip))

Fragment 6. Distraction

The change in conversation topic by Philip leads to Leonard sitting back in his chair and temporarily halting his mobile device usage. As Philip starts talking, we observe Leonard place his (unlocked) phone down on the table, face up, and look towards Philip. This may be seen to display an acknowledgement of the importance of the social (research) setting within which he finds himself. However, it is noteworthy to highlight that the action of leaving the mobile device unlocked may declare his intention to resume usage later, and perhaps it points to the untimely nature of the topic change that interrupted the task he was attempting to complete.

Disengaging from the Device as a Result of Task Completion

Finally, we rejoin Cally and Dayna from the episode in Fragment 2 as one example where the purpose for which the device usage was occasioned has been satisfied. In the previous episode, Dayna used her phone to provide an enhancement to Cally’s explanation of her favourite dog breed. The continuation of the episode, given in Fragment 7, takes place roughly 11s after we left the action. In the time we have been away from the action, Cally had briefly engaged with the main conversation before returning to help co-ordinate the search task with Dayna.

Instead of simply leaving Dayna to complete the task alone, we see the mobile device become an artefact embedded within the conversation between the pair, and a collaborative search task forms. Using terminology by Brown et al. [3], we could describe Dayna as “driving” the search task with Cally as a “passenger”, or back-seat driver, providing support to Dayna throughout. We can see that both members continually take turns to engage with each other, while Dayna acts as the operator of the mobile device as the pair work together to complete the task. This episode contains a number of notable observations that corroborate findings in collaborative search literature, as we observe Dayna re-orienting the mobile display towards Cally, and Cally re-positions herself to engage with the mobile search task [3]. We note that this task, which is co-steered by both members, is cut short and the episode ends with an articulated apology by Dayna: “My internet is rubbish so this may take some time”. In this utterance, Dayna removes her mobile device from the conversation, in which it had become embedded, because of the slowness of her mobile Internet. Although technological progress continually improves the responsiveness of user interfaces and device connectivity, issues still persist in situations where a mobile device is interleaved with a conversation. This may be due to the pace of talk—conversations can quickly move on, especially when more than two individuals are co-present and engaged.

C: So it’s Miniature Schnauzer
D: How do you?=
   ← C: =Ermm::
   D: (Sccchhhh) (tea) (ee) (ar)
C: Oh Schnauzer, it’s  S-c-h-n-a-u-z- n-a-u-
   (2.2) Schnauzer
D: Oh, Schnauzer
   ← C: Schnauzer, go look
   at Schnauzer puppies
   right! ((continues to lean
   over looking at Dayna’s
   phone))
D: ’My internet is rubbish so
   this may take some time’

Fragment 7. Collaborative Search

Following this episode, Dayna leaves her phone unlocked in her lap, although a short while after the device automatically locks itself. Later on, Dayna unlocks her phone and, following confirmation of the result from Cally, shares the photo with others in the whole group. She then locks the mobile phone and puts it back on her lap, given the task of identifying the dog breed, and reinforcing Cally’s opinion, has been completed. The entire process from Cally’s initial instruction to the demonstration to the group took 3m 14s, although possibly could have been performed quicker had the mobile device not been temporarily removed from the conversation.

To recap, in our analysis we found two methods through which mobile device usage was disengaged from and we have presented two exhibits that demonstrate these interactional methods. These also highlight the importance of considering how disengagement occurs, and the interactional trouble that may follow afterwards.
INTERLEAVING USE WITH SOCIAL INTERACTION

Thus far, we have provided exhibits that demonstrate the methods through which members employ interactional resources to accomplish the interleaving work of using mobile devices in conversation. We now unpack these findings in order to reveal the machinery of interaction [48] that underlies the interleaving work. It is at this point at which we transfer, as Sacks puts it, “our view of ‘what happened’, from a matter of particular interaction done by particular people, to a matter of interactions as products of a machinery” [48, p. 26]. We highlight the methods that comprise the machinery below.

The Machinery of Interaction

In occasioning device use, members exhibited two fundamental methods: occasioning in and through conversation, and occasioning ostensibly unrelated to conversation. With the former, we witnessed mobile device use both as a tool to answer questions and resolve disagreements within the group, and as a utility to help reinforce or corroborate a member’s point. Furthermore, where the occasioning warranted sustained usage, mobile device use became embedded in a number of situations within the setting: for example, the mobile device interactions around providing information to the group on Cally’s favourite dog breed led to a collaborative search task. In reviewing exhibits of the latter of the two occasioning methods, we highlighted that unrelated mobile device use itself is accountable to the group, which may be done verbally and/or visually by bringing up the mobile use-related topic in the conversation. As with the former occasioning method, this form of occasioning succinctly leads to the management of a mobile device allowing for the conversation to re-orient to and sustain the usage. In both of these situations, the management of the mobile device was dependant on that of the method through which the usage became occasioned.

Sustaining mobile device use whilst the conversation continues is done in and through members performing actions to continue to display their attention to the conversation in line with the social norms of the setting and purpose of the gathering. We saw that members visually shared their devices with others, be it either by making the device use visible, or by embedding the device use in the conversation (e.g. Fragments 3 and 7 respectively). We also saw where individuals made their actions audibly accountable; to demonstrate to the group that, despite the completion of a task, there is an emphasis on remaining engaged with the conversation (e.g. Fragment 5). Equally, we observed a number of ways members demonstrate attentiveness to the conversation while using a mobile device, for example as in Fragment 4.

Disengaging from mobile devices could also occur through a number of different methods, disengaging in and through interaction on the one hand, or by satisfying the purpose of mobile phone use on the other: for example, if the mobile device was occasioned for a particular purpose, then once the purpose of its usage has been met, the need for the mobile device may be lost and usage is halted. The way in which disengagement is achieved depends on how the mobile device use was occasioned and sustained, as well as the present social situation. Furthermore, mobile device disengagement may only be temporary, as we witnessed in a number of cases, if the actual operation of completing has not been brought to a close. For example, in some cases, the task was ongoing but would take some more time, or in other cases, members would re-orientate their focus of attention to the conversation. In the cases we presented, this could be considered temporary disengagement in and through the conversation.

The Problematic Nature of Interleaving

While we wish not to be misunderstood to make moral judgements such as whether device use in social settings is socially acceptable, we do want to critically examine the interleaving practices we observed in terms of interactional trouble it causes for the co-participants. We have seen that interleaving device use with social interaction places continual demands on the member to remain engaged, or at least display attentiveness to the conversation while using their device (e.g. Fragment 4). However, we have seen evidence that suggests it may in fact be difficult to pay attention to a conversation whilst using the device (e.g. Fragments 4 and 5). This is further corroborated by literature on divided attention, with performance factors including task difficulty and practice [38, p. 38]. For example, individuals may find it difficult to read and understand information on webpages while also engaging with a conversation.

Although we would not disagree with characterising the interleaving practices demonstrated in episodes in which members co-orient to one member’s mobile device use in and through the conversation (e.g. Fragments 2 and 3) as successful, this co-orientation does not come without interactional trouble. In Fragment 3 the device user interrupts the conversation in topicalising his screen contents, and later in Fragment 7 the co-oriented device use is disengaged from with an apology “‘My internet is rubbish’” — and the purpose for which the device use was instigated in the first place (looking up a dog breed) remains (temporarily) unsatisfied.

In summary, while the trouble we observed was subtle, and in all cases repaired swiftly in and through interaction, it may nevertheless be fair to say that interleaving practices are interactionally problematic. Interleaving practices frequently feature interruptions, recapitulations of the conversation for members re-joining, displays of attentiveness despite ostensibly inattentiveness, and prompts of absent-minded members. We also saw how individuals apologised for their device use, or the slowness of their device, and for bringing device use-related topics into the conversation. The interactional problems revealed in our data suggest current mobile device use is perhaps ill-suited to be interleaved with social interaction in unproblematic ways. In our view, this calls for a program of work that investigates how interleaving practices may best be supported by design.

DISCUSSION

We have presented the findings from our fieldwork in a casual social setting, and made use of fragments to explicate the interactional methods through which the work of interleaving mobile device use and conversation is accomplished. Whilst it is a well-known challenge in the CSCW community to design
systems that support collaborative interactions within collocated groups, we felt that there was a need to go and look to understand in detail the interactional work that members undertake to interleave mobile device use while engaged in collocated interactions. Our work focused on documenting the accountable methods that members performed in occasioning, sustaining, and disengaging from device use. A number of related pieces from the academic literature have looked at coherent user experiences in collocated groups (e.g. [9, 34]). We also felt compelled by the rhetoric around ‘social isolation’ and other negative connotations of device use in social settings [55]. Our findings forbid such simplifications, instead, they show the ways in which interleaving practices are situationally context-shaped and context-shaping [21], and interactionally problematic, as evidenced through features such as apologies, interruptions, and inattentiveness.

**Embedding Mobile Devices in Conversation**

In our analysis, we saw that mobile devices are occasioned and become embedded in conversations for several purposes, one of which was information seeking, as highlighted by similar literature [3, 6]. Information seeking-related mobile device use was occasioned in and through the conversation, for example to clarify points or to resolve disagreements. Information seeking in collocated settings is arguably a practice enabled by smartphones; a practice that could in future be provided or enhanced by the introduction of differing technologies, such as wearable mobile devices and interactive tables [13, 36]. Although we did not examine how people felt about the use of mobile devices in detail, others have discussed the loss of “authentic banter” due to the introduction of mobile phones into conversations [53], however, we have in fact witnessed humour arising from topics actually instigated as a result of mobile device use.

We further found that members often took great care to articulate their actions when devices are embedded to sustain their usage and social presence, be it through utterances while their gaze was fixed on their device, or an announced statement of intent. We note the use of interactional resources and social cues by members in the setting allowed them to purvey their current focus and task. In one such example we included, body co-orientation accountably displayed participants working together (see Fragment 2) [50]. Furthermore, member’s orientation towards their mobile device screen whilst visibly typing messages for itself provides a non-verbal, yet observable-and-reportable account of their actions.

In addition, our study also echoes the literature on interruptions that has found an impact on our attentional orientation [15, 25]. We saw several instances in which members responded to notifications; such a ‘readiness to respond’ may perhaps be related to the informal nature of the setting in which we conducted our fieldwork [31]. Authors have suggested that although there is a need to be accountable towards collocated members, there is equally a duty to manage accountabilities to those we are remotely connected to [54]. This may have helped to develop a contentious situation where individuals feel that they need to constantly respond to the virtual interruptions that permeate their physical surroundings [1].

**The Role of Mobile Devices in Interactional Trouble**

While work has been done to support mobile device interactions in collaborative tasks, there still remains an issue with the speed (e.g. ‘sluggishness’) of device use that makes aligning it with the social interaction challenging: conversations ebb and flow, they may get faster and slower, whereas device interactions do not. Slugish device responsiveness and inflexible alignment to conversational pace makes it extremely difficult for device use to remain in step with the conversation. It arguably increases the potential to disrupt the conversation. For example, our work also shows that mobile device use was eventually given up on because of the lack of responsiveness (during internet search), opening up design challenges around speed and alignment that need to be addressed in order for devices to enable unproblematic interleaving in conversations.

We feel that such interactional troubles are unlikely to be solved with one ‘solution’, just as there is not a single definable ‘problem’, but many smaller, nuanced issues with mobile device interactions in conversation. As devices increase in processing power and sensory input, and the ability to offload functionality to the ‘cloud’ increases, it is likely that a number of these issues that contribute to interactional troubles will be solved in the near-term. In terms of disruptions, while manufacturers have implemented simple controls to mute device notifications, such actions are not (yet) automated or linked to sensory data. We may ask the same questions that others have asked of the impact of mobile devices in conversations, for example, whether it is detrimental to conversations [3]. We note that the literature has highlighted the potential of mobile devices to be utilised to avoid social interaction [27, 52]. This may also contribute to negative reflections on mobile devices in social settings, which have been highlighted in literature as being a symptom of “double-standards”, where members were critical of device users’ actions, but also engaged in those same actions themselves [1]. Furthermore, while some say that individuals use mobile devices to avoid awkward situations, describing the phenonem as social isolation [55], it has also been noted that many with anxiety disorders or who are shy may shield themselves from unmanageable situations [57].

**Ideas for Future Work**

Finally, we offer considerations on a number of different avenues future design work may take. For example, work could follow the response of supporting the observed practices through design by making mobile devices less invasive and demanding of an individual’s attentional resources. This work could turn upon utopian ideas inspired by calm computing or context awareness, and could be attempted by using technologies such as ‘smart tables’, context sensing applications on mobiles, making mobile notifications sensitive to some current group context [16], or the use of additional screens in collocated interaction to facilitate collaborative tasks [34]. Alternative ideas could be around building a ‘provocative’ mobile phone that prevents users from opening certain apps on mobile phones when the device detects ongoing conversation; not to ‘solve’ a problem, but to evoke critical reflection by the members of the setting [46, p. 137]. Regardless of the approach, we would suggest to frame design interventions as
an attempt to create a resource members draw upon in everyday social interactions (cf. [23]). Perhaps most importantly, researchers may then go and look at real-world deployments to study how members actually mesh the intervention with the broader assembly of resources drawn upon in interaction.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented the findings from our ethnographic study to identify the interactional methods through which members co-ordinate the work of interleaving mobile device use with conversation in a pub setting. We presented exhibits that demonstrate the methods through which device use is occasioned, sustained, and disengaged from conversations, unpacked the machinery of interaction that underlies these methods, and revealed the ways in which they are interactionally problematic as evidenced in apologies, interruptions, and inattentiveness. We conclude that there is value in research on collaborative collocated work, but that taking our findings seriously means there is a need for future work to explore the ways in which interleaving practices may be supported, or disrupted, by design.
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